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The Composition of IntraFi Network Deposits

The name change from ICS and CDARS deposits to
IntraFi Network Deposits is cosmetic.

are now

• Customer benefits for all products remain the same,
and ICS customer access to the Depositor Control
Panel remains unchanged.
• Benefits to your institution also remain the same.
• Reciprocal and One-WaySM options are still available,
and the same underlying mechanics apply.
• Institutional limits and customer limits have not
changed due to the rebranding.
• Your access to the Transaction & Reporting Portal
and the Marketing Resource Center (web addresses
and logins) remains the same as well.
• Your contacts at IntraFi Network and the support
your institution receives remain the same.
• Our commitment to your institution and to the
industry has not changed.
Return to Table of Contents
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Shared Terminology & Approach on the Deposit Side
How should we refer to CDARS going forward?
CDARS Reciprocal and CDARS® One-Way Sell® are now part of the IntraFi Network Deposits offering
and are generally referred to as the IntraFi Network Deposits CD option (or CD offering).
How about ICS? May we still use the “demand” and “savings” terms and talk about offering
access to multi-million-dollar FDIC insurance for funds placed into demand deposit accounts,
money market deposit accounts, or both (as applicable)?
Yes, you may still use these terms. ICS Reciprocal and ICS One-Way Sell are now part of the IntraFi
Network Deposits offering and are generally referred to as the IntraFi Network Deposits DDA-MMDA
option because the deposits are placed into demand deposit accounts (DDAs), money market deposit
accounts (MMDAs), or both. The DDA-MMDA option may also be referred to as the “demand option”
(when referring to the placement of deposits into DDAs) or the “savings option” (when referring to the
placement of deposits into MMDAs). You may use any, or all, of these descriptions after referencing
IntraFi Network Deposits. You may also refer to “offering(s)” in place of “option(s),” especially if your
bank offers just one (in other words, when there is no option).
Return to Table of Contents
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Overall Approach
Generally speaking, when updating ICS resources for network members and their end customers, we have
kept the same formulations we have used in the past to describe the options within IntraFi Network Deposits.
For example, where we referenced the “demand option” or the “savings option,” we kept those formulations and
just inserted “IntraFi Network Deposits” in place of ICS. The same is true for references to placing funds into
“demand deposit accounts” or “money market deposit accounts.” In other words, although the brand name has
changed, product benefits and descriptions of what the products do can remain the same because they have
not changed.
Overall, we’ve tried to change as little as possible when making updates. Additionally, we’ve tried to pair usage
of the new names with references to the old (rather than getting rid of the old). We think that these
approaches―keeping as much of the familiar as possible and linking new names to the old where space
allows―will facilitate an easier transition for all. We encourage you to adopt a similar approach when
implementing the new product names within your bank.
On the next page, you’ll find a before-and-after example of how the name changes are being implemented
with customer statements.

Return to Table of Contents
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Approach
Customer Statements
Example
Our plan is to make
rebranded statements (and
other materials for existing
customers) look nearly
identical to corresponding
originals; to promote
familiarity among existing
customers, the design,
colors, font choice, etc. will
not change.

ICS Sample Statement
(current)
IntraFi Network Deposits
DDA-MMDA Sample Statement
(new, to come)

Return to Table of Contents
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Approach
Customer statement example (continued)
New product name

Familiar
“Demand” and
“Savings”
terminology
(“CD” is used
here for
updates to
CDARS
statements)

Linkage to old (familiar) product name

Again, we think that this approach―keeping as much of the familiar as possible and
linking new names to the old (rather than getting rid of the old) where space allows―will
facilitate an easier transition for all. We encourage you to adopt a similar approach
when implementing the new product names within your bank.

Return to Table of Contents
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Approach
In general, rebranded materials aimed at new
customers have been updated with a more
contemporary look.
They leverage prior text and communicate the
same benefits with some tweaks to help readers
understand that CDARS and ICS are now IntraFi
Network Deposits (which may be particularly
helpful if they have heard of CDARS or ICS before
or if the IntraFi Network Deposits name cannot be
implemented everywhere simultaneously).
Here, you can see that we included “are now” and
“formerly” references and that we preserved “demand
deposit account” and “money market deposit account”
references, while also labeling the sheet as promoting
“DDA-MMDA and CD offerings.”

Return to Table of Contents
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Approach
We recognize that the name changes result in additional work for you and strive to lighten your implementation
load as much as possible. We hope that much of the work will be a straightforward cut-and-paste job of new
names or logos over the old. That said, here are some other things we are doing to make things easier:
• Providing materials to help communicate the new names within your institution
• Incorporating “is now” and “formerly” messages to help network members and depositors understand and
navigate through the updates
• Making available rebranded, turnkey and customizable marketing materials for network members to leverage
• Sharing information, providing notice regarding upcoming changes, and not (yet) requiring immediate
changes (a “must-change-by date” has not been selected and is likely to fall sometime in 2022)
• Advertising name changes to end customers

Return to Table of Contents
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Rest Assured / Ask Questions
Know that we are here for you. IntraFi’s Marketing team is available at marketing@intrafi.com or
(800) 416-2497 to answer any questions you or others at your institution have. For operational questions,
contact Client Services at (866) 776-6426 or clientservices@intrafi.com. (You can also reach us at
marketing@promnetwork.com and clientservices@promnetwork.com.)

Return to Table of Contents
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Available Resources for the Marketing Team
─ Rebranding Checklist
─ New IntraFi Network Deposits Logos for Use with Depositors
─ Rebranded Prospecting Letters
─ Rebranded Sales Sheets
─ Rebranded Sample Statements
─ Special Landing Page
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Rebranding Checklist (Recommended Actions)
Here is a short checklist of likely places where your team may have to make text and logo updates.


Digital and printed marketing collateral, including public fund RFP response materials



Bank website



In-branch signage

We’re in this together, and we’re here to help with a range of resources.

Return to Table of Contents
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New IntraFi Network Deposits Logos for Use with Depositors
Logos, like those shown here, are available in different formats.

IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-1-CDARS-ICS-Now-Called
IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-1-CDARS-Now-Called
IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-1-ICS-Now-Called

IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-3Formerly-CDARS-ICS-square
IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-3Formerly-CDARS-square

IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-2-Formerly-CDARS-ICS

IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-3Formerly-ICS-square

IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-2-Formerly-CDARS
IntraFi-Network-Deposits-Logo-2-Formerly-ICS

Return to Table of Contents
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Rebranded Prospecting Letters
IntraFi Network Deposits Prospecting Letters/Emails
Versions are available for targeting businesses, as well as
for targeting government finance officers or high net worth
individuals. And, in each case, we have provided versions for
banks that offer only the DDA-MMDA option (ICS), only the
CD option (CDARS), or both.
Prospecting Letters for Businesses
DDA-MMDA & CD Offerings
DDA-MMDA Offerings | CD Offerings
Prospecting Letters for Public Funds
DDA-MMDA & CD Offerings
DDA-MMDA Offerings | CD Offerings
Prospecting Letters for Individuals
DDA-MMDA & CD Offerings
DDA-MMDA Offerings | CD Offerings

Return to Table of Contents
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Rebranded Sales Sheets
IntraFi Network Deposits Overviews
for General Audiences
Here, too, we have provided versions
for banks that offer only the DDA-MMDA
option (ICS), only the CD option
(CDARS), or both.
IntraFi Network Deposits General
Audience Overview for DDA-MMDA &
CD Offerings
IntraFi Network Deposits General
Audience Overview for DDA-MMDA
Offerings
IntraFi Network Deposits General
Audience Overview for CD Offering

Return to Table of Contents
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Rebranded Sales Sheets
IntraFi Network Deposits Overviews for Public
Fund Audiences (plus the related statespecific laws for all 50 states)
IntraFi Network Deposits Public Fund Audience
Overview for DDA-MMDA & CD Offerings
IntraFi Network Deposits General Audience
Overview for DDA-MMDA Offerings
IntraFi Network Deposits General Audience
Overview for CD Offering
These are replacements for what were the sales
sheets for promoting ICS (demand and savings
options) or CDARS to government finance
officers. Plus, there is a new piece for those who
want to market all options together.

Return to Table of Contents
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Rebranded Sample Statements and More
Sample Customer Statements
─ Sample Statements for the IntraFi Network
Deposits DDA-MMDA Option and CD Option
(as they will be implemented in late July)
─ Sample CD Offering Maturity Notice (as it
will be implemented in late July)
─ Sample CD Offering New Account Notice
(also as it will be implemented in late July)

Return to Table of Contents
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Marketing Resource Center
Find all these materials and more, log in to the Marketing Resource Center and click on the Marketing Materials
tab in the navigation.
If you have trouble accessing any of these resources, please contact marketing@intrafi.com or call
(800) 416-2497. You can also reach us at marketing@promnetwork.com.

Use of the IntraFi Network Deposits service is subject to the terms, conditions, and disclosures set forth in the applicable program agreements, including the Participating
Institution Agreement. Limits apply, and customer eligibility criteria may apply. If a depositor is subject to restrictions with respect to the placement of funds in depository
institutions, it is the depositor’s responsibility to determine whether the placement of its funds through IntraFi Network Deposits, or a particular IntraFi Network Deposits
transaction, satisfies those restrictions.
IntraFi, the IntraFi logo, ICS, CDARS, and One-Way Sell are registered service marks, and IntraFi Network, the IntraFi hexagon, and Network Deposits are service marks,
of IntraFi Network LLC.
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Special Landing Page
Find all these materials and more, including a timeline of when additional materials are slated for public release,
on a special landing page designed for your use.
If you have trouble accessing any of these resources, please contact marketing@intrafi.com or call
(800) 416-2497.

Use of the IntraFi Network Deposits service is subject to the terms, conditions, and disclosures set forth in the applicable program agreements, including the Participating
Institution Agreement. Limits apply, and customer eligibility criteria may apply. If a depositor is subject to restrictions with respect to the placement of funds in depository
institutions, it is the depositor’s responsibility to determine whether the placement of its funds through IntraFi Network Deposits, or a particular IntraFi Network Deposits
transaction, satisfies those restrictions.
IntraFi, the IntraFi logo, ICS, CDARS, and One-Way Sell are registered service marks, and IntraFi Network, the IntraFi hexagon, and Network Deposits are service marks,
of IntraFi Network LLC.
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